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Welcome to Webelos!  

This is an exciting time within Cub Scouting!  The Cub Scout ranks prior to Webelos 
provided a foundation in citizenship, character development, family fun, adventures 
in the outdoors & community, service, and more. These themes will continue within 
Webelos, with added emphasis on preparing for transition to Boy Scouts.

Your Webelos leader and the entire Pack are here to support you during this time.  Pack leaders will 
share pertinent information about local Boy Scout Troop events open to Webelos and will continue to 
have Pack activities that help with Webelos achievements.  Please reach out to any of the Pack 
leadership with any questions you may have, we all want your son to be successful!

What is in a Name?
First off, what does the Webelos name even mean?  Up until now, all the Cub Scout rank names have 
been tied to animals from Rudyard Kipling’s The Jungle Book; Lions, Tigers, Wolves, and Bears with a 
handbook for each rank.  Where did Webelos name come from?  Webelos isn’t a full word on its own, it 
is an abbreviation based on the transition to Boy Scouts: We’ll Be Loyal Scouts. Webelos always ends 
in “s”: one Webelos scout, two Webelos scouts.

The Webelos program lasts about 20 months, covering a full program year to earn Webelos rank and 
the partial year towards Arrow of Light (AoL) rank, sometimes referred to as Webelos I and Webelos II. 
There is one Webelos handbook that covers both years and earning both rank awards.  The adventures 
and activities over this time will guide your son into Boy Scouting for a smooth transition into how Boy 
Scout troops function and help with choosing a troop that fits your Scout and your family.  

Cub Scouts work to earn their rank during each year, and move onto earning the next rank up in the 
following year.  Webelos I scouts will earn the Webelos rank during the first year (fourth grade), and if 
successful in doing their best they are awarded that rank at the end of the first year.  All Webelos scouts 
work to earn Arrow of Light for the second year of rank (fifth grade), regardless of what they may have 
earned during the fourth grade year. Just like the earlier ranks, prior year ranks cannot be earned 
during the AoL year.  AoL is the highest rank to be awarded within Cub Scouting, and the only rank 
insignia that can carry over to the Boy Scout uniform (and can be worn by adult leaders as a knot 
award).

Scouting Basics 
To understand what the Webelos transition is, it helps to better understand what Boy Scouts are.
Scouting in the US began in 1910 and Cub Scouting began in 1930 as a way to involve younger boys 
who wanted to participate in Scouting too.  Webelos started in 1941 as a specific program within Cub 
Scouts to help transition boys (and families) from how Cub Scout packs operate to how Boy Scout 
troops operate.  Cub Scouts is adult-led (and adult volunteer intensive), Boys Scouts is boy-led while 
adults provide support and guidance.  Webelos is the bridge between the two organization structures 
as boys take on more responsibilities during the length of the program. Adapting to boy-led program in 
Boy Scouting can be a shock to families used to adults running the show in Cub Scouts and may 
appear somewhat chaotic.  Boys provide input, organize activities, and much of this may involve 
“failures” of communication and planning - these are learning opportunities.  Adults provide support, 
mentoring, and ensure overall safety. The Boy Scouts of America (BSA) has spelled out the goals of 
scouting within their Mission and Vision Statements, which in turn are tied to the Scout Oath and Scout 
Law.  These form the foundation of BSA Scouting.
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BSA Mission Statement
The mission of the Boy Scouts of America is to prepare young people to make ethical and moral 

choices over their lifetimes by instilling in them the values of the Scout Oath and Law.

BSA Vision Statement
The Boy Scouts of America will prepare every eligible youth in America to become a responsible, 

participating citizen and leader who is guided by the Scout Oath and Law.

Scouting History & Goals
The Scouting movement began when Lord Baden-Powell realized the extent to which men under his 
command had no idea to how to fend for themselves in the wilderness during the Bohr War.  He 
created a program to teach the British Army Scouts how to cook, track, build shelter and more.  The 
pamphlet found its way into the hands of British boys who clamored to learn more about the outdoors at 
a time when the Industrial Revolution had more people living in urban settings and fewer people 
spending time in the outdoors.

Lord Baden-Powell’s plan for the youth scouting movement was for all youth to reach the rank of First 
Class and be an accomplished outdoorsman and still holds true today.  This means they have learned 
the essentials of cooking, basic knots, identifying some animal tracks, setting up a campsite, basic 
nutrition, and physical fitness. Over the years some skills have come and gone (for example, skinning a 
rabbit and knowing how to stop a runaway carriage are no longer required), but the basics of self-
sufficiency for most situations remain core.  The ranks after First Class provide additional skills, but 
primarily are for leadership development and new skill development/enhancement through earning 
additional merit badges.  While Eagle rank is the pinnacle of the Boy Scout ranks and a worthy goal to 
encourage, each boy will have their own pace (and competing interests), and getting to First Class is 
the first major milestone.

Current BSA Boy Scout Ranks 

Scout Oath Scout Law

On my honor I will do my best
To do my duty to God and my country

and to obey the Scout Law;
To help other people at all times;
To keep myself physically strong,

mentally awake, and morally straight

A Scout is:

Trustworthy
Loyal
Helpful
Friendly
Courteous
Kind

Obedient
Cheerful
Thrifty
Brave
Clean
Reverent
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In Cub Scouts, dens move up in rank together each year and work off many rank 
requirements together each year, and once moved up they cannot earn awards for 
previous years’ ranks.  Boy Scouts are more independently driven.  Boys earn 
each rank at the schedule they set, and can earn as many merit badges as they 
wish.  To earn Eagle rank, each lower rank must be earned and at least 21 of 136 
available Merit Badges must be earned, including 13 which are specified as Eagle-
required (the other 8 are electives).  Eagle-required badges are some of the more 
difficult ones, with a silver border to differentiate from others.  Each rank along the 
way will have specific requirements to be marked off, demonstrating various skills 
or leadership accomplishments. Boys have until they are 18 years old to earn 
Eagle rank. Once a boy turns 18 they have aged-out of Boy Scouts and are no 
longer eligible to earn the rank.  However, Scouting does not need to end at 18…

Other BSA organizations
There are additional ways to be involved with scouting, or to stay in scouting beyond the age of 18.  
This overview may help as many Boy Scout Troops will also have connections to these BSA groups.

The Order of the Arrow (OA) is an honor group within Boy Scouts of America.  
Members are selected by their units by election that the unit holds, not by election within 
the OA members.  Each unit has a specified number of slots for youth and adults based 
upon the unit size.  Candidates must meet certain requirements regarding the number of 
campouts attended, have earned First Class rank, and exhibit the use of the Scout Law 
and Oath in their daily life.  Once inducted, there are 3 different levels of membership.  
The OA is an enhancement of scouting, it does not replace unit membership and activity. 
Scouts under the age of 21 are considered youth members.

Varsity Scouts are the same age group as Boy Scouts (11-18) with a sports focus.  
These groups are arranged in groups called Teams.  Boys here can earn badges and 
achievements.

Venturing is scouting for older youth, aged 14-21.  Venturers often do more high-
adventure activities (but not all do), and are even more youth-led than Boy Scout troops, 
adults are advisors and mentors.   Venturing Crews can be coed or unisex (including all-
girl), boys 14-18 can be members of both a Troop and a Crew.  A sub-group of Venturing 
is called Sea Scouting, these are arranged in groups called Boats and are sailing-
focused.

Boy Scout Troop Basics
Troops can be small, from under 20 boys to quite large at over 100.  Each unit will have some basic 
structure in common: Scouts, Patrol Leaders, and a committee with adults.  From the beginnings 
scouting has promoted the “patrol method” of placing boys into groups of 5-8 (like Cub Scout dens). 
Some troops may vary in how they implement this. From fixed patrols that can be switched around to 
troops that break into patrols primarily when camping. Each patrol elects a patrol leader, and the troop 
as a whole elects the Senior Patrol Leader (SPL) and Assistant Senior Patrol Leader (ASPL). Patrol 
leaders are generally elected 2 times per year by the scouts. Some troops have a formal new scout 
program where incoming scouts are kept together as a patrol to earn the first couple of ranks and adapt 
to the troop while others integrate scouts throughout patrols in the troop.  
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Troop meetings are not dissimilar from Pack meetings and may have a uniting theme to the meeting 
activities.  Most meetings have an opening ceremony, announcements, skills activity, a patrol meeting 
for each patrol to work on something, and closing ceremony.  These may be centered around 
achievements toward rank, working on merit badges, or planning an upcoming outing.  Meetings last 
60-90 minutes, and may vary by troop.  Some patrols may choose to have extra meetings, either short-
term related to a project or on a regular basis.  

Although both Cub Scouts and Boy Scouts have similar overall goals, the ways in which these goals 
are accomplished, and the levels of involvement for kids and adults, can vary greatly. See appendix A 
(Cub Scout to Boy Scout Comparison Table) for some of the significant differences in how troops and 
dens are organized and run. 

The National Capitol Area Council’s (NCAC) Bull Run District has a great overview of what Boy 
Scouting is and how troops are organized within their Webelos-to-Scout Transition: Transition Resource 
for Parents and Scouts. 

http://www.ncacbsa.org/bull-run/wp-content/uploads/sites/21/2015/12/Parents-Webelos-to-
Scouts-Transition-Guide-Bull-Run-District-07-Oct-2014.pdf

Webelos Transition
Now that your son is a Webelos, there are some really cool things they get to 
do!

Cub Scouts wear the blue “Class A” (also called “Field Uniform”) button down 
uniform with blue pants. Webelos have the option of wearing the tan Boy 
Scout “Class A” shirt and tan pants.  Some dens decide to all wear the blue 
uniform for the first year and go to tan the second year, others leave this 
entirely to the parents.  A consideration may be boys who have outgrown the 
blue shirt or are starting new with Cub Scouts as a Webelos and may wish to 
go straight to tan. Rank badges on the blue shirt are worn as interconnected 
diamonds to form one large diamond.  On the tan shirt only the current 
earned rank is worn as a single oval patch, only the Webelos and Boy Scout 
rank badges are available in this form.

Webelos can attend overnight Summer Camp! The Pack has two summer camp 
activities each summer.  A Day Camp (non-overnight) for anyone in the pack, and an 
overnight camp only for Webelos.  Each year we go to overnight camp at Goshen 
Scout Reservation for a week of fun (Sunday-Saturday). Activities include swimming, 
archery, BB rifle shooting, fishing, crafts, Scoutcraft (knots, fire building), Nature 
(turtle races, hold a snake…), campfires, skits, songs, games, scavenger hunts, 
hikes… Everyone sleeps in a platform tent provided by the camp (wooden deck with 
canvas tent).  All campers generally sleep well, packed days mean tired boys (and 

adults). Webelos are welcome to go to day camp, but only Webelos can go to overnight camp at 
Goshen. The Goshen Webelos camps usually have a special program for Arrow of Light scouts to 
participate in for part of the time during that year.  The Pack 1459 Goshen Prep Handbook can be used 
by parents and leaders for reference and planning.

Visiting at least one nearby Boy Scout Troop is a requirement for Webelos.  This can be satisfied by 
visiting their meetings or attending their Webelos recruitment events. Attending the Sully District Troop 
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Showcase is a good way to see the many different troops and learn about events and meetings to visit. 
Webelos can use any opportunity where the scout can interact with a Boy Scout Troop to mark off the 
various troop-related adventure items.

The younger scouts will look up to the Webelos as the older scouts in the Pack.  They will have greater 
responsibilities at pack functions like campouts. Many of these are part of the 
specified Webelos Adventures:

• Leading younger scouts in fitness or game (Stronger, Higher, Faster)
• Teach the bowline knot to younger scout (Outdoorsman, or “Camper” in 

older handbook)
And Webelos start doing more things the way Boy Scouts do:

• Practice using the Patrol Method (Scouting Adventure)
• Choose patrol emblem, create a cheer (Scouting Adventure)
• Elect a patrol leader

Troop Selection Process
Boy Scout Troops recruit heavily from Cub Scout Packs.  Troops plan Webelos recruiting events, 
inviting all local Webelos scouts and dens to participate and to visit their troop meetings. This means 
Webelos families will get lots of email notices of events.  The Sully District holds an annual Troop 
Showcase each Fall (usually late October to early November timeframe) where troops set up tables 
with information and Webelos are invited to walk through and browse.  The Troop Showcase may be 
good practice for later college fairs…

Our recommendation is to visit at least three different troops, and ideally to visit them twice; once at one 
of their events, and once at a troop meeting.  Multiple visits give an idea of how they run weekly 
meetings, what activities are at the meetings, and how they run other activities.  Be sure to coordinate 
with the troop before going to a meeting to ensure it is a good meeting to attend. Bringing your shy son 
to a troop’s skit night and expecting good participation may not bring good results.  This can be done as 
a den visiting at the same time, or individually if the den visit is missed or your son is interested in 
additional troops. 

Some items to consider for selecting a Troop might be:
• Does the troop have an annual summer camp trip?
• Do they have Eagle Scouts in the troop?  
• Are the leaders trained?  BSA has position specific training for many positions, plus additional 

training opportunities 
• Do they use the BSA Journey to Excellence as a guide in planning their program?
• Do they have scouts participating in Order of the Arrow?
• The Sully District has district-wide events each year such as Camporee and Klondike Derby that 

bring troops from across the district together to camp, host activity stations, and enjoy fellowship.  
Does the troop participate in these?

• Do they participate in High Adventure camps?  BSA has four camps around the country that provide 
focus on specific activities.  Participating Scouts must be at least 14 years old.  Troops will often 
attend every couple of years with a group of eligible scouts and rotate the different camps.
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BSA High Adventure Camps

The Troop Selection Matrix (Appendix B) can be used as a score sheet to help with notes and your first 
thoughts on the troops you visit. Both the scout and the parents should have their thoughts noted - 
while the scout will be joining formally, the parents are also de facto members of the troop family and 
their activities.

There is no single right answer in picking a troop to join. Some dens decide en masse to join a troop 
together, after all they have been together for years by this point. Other dens split across a number of 
troops to follow their individual interests or family needs.  Be aware of why your son wishes to join a 
troop, going to be with friends may be a lesser reason than joining a different troop that aligns better 
with his interests (or your logistics restrictions). There is nothing wrong with going a different way from 
the rest of the den, the boys will still be together in school and other activities.  This area is rich in 
troops and there are many choices to select from.  

If after some time your scout isn’t getting what he (or you) feels he needs from the troop or not enjoying 
scouting as much, speak with your troop leaders to identify and work the concerns.  If that still does not 
bring improvement then try a second troop before dropping Scouting altogether. Joining with the right 
troop for your scout, and your family, can make the difference between a scouting program you all 
enjoy and missing out on great adventures and opportunities.

Awarding the Arrow of Light Rank 
The final Cub Scout rank earned by scouts is awarded as part of the special 
cross over ceremony, held in early Spring.  In Cub Scouts the ranks have 
been awarded at the end of year ceremony in June, however for AoL year 
this is shortened to March. Technically scouts have until first of June to earn rank, but only awards 
earned by the time of crossover will be formally presented by the Pack at the ceremony.  

While the patch is cool and can be applied to the Boy Scout uniform, there is another award each boy 
who has earned the rank will receive: an actual arrow.  This is a traditional AoL gift from Pack 1459 and 
the parents to the scouts as recognition of their achievement.  The pack subsidizes an arrow up to a set 
level, announced each year per budget planning, and the den then chooses the arrow they wish to 
have.  Any costs over what the pack subsidizes are paid by the scout’s family.  There are many options 
for arrows; from fairly simple, to complex with beads, ribbons, feathers, engraved plaques and holders.  
These are often custom made, and should be ordered with sufficient time for them to arrive for 
Crossover ceremony (which also ties to knowing how many boys will have completed rank 
requirements and earn it).  It may be best to choose the arrow early as a den and determine required 
lead time for that vendor, and then set completion deadlines for the boys (and families) to place orders 
in time.
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Crossover Ceremony
Crossing over is the ceremony where Arrow of Light scouts leave the Cub Scout Pack and are 
welcomed into their new Boy Scout Troop.  This is a celebration of the boys’ achievements for all they 
have worked on since entering the Pack, and can be bittersweet as they move on from a unit they may 
have been a part of for years. The pack has a bridge, that is sometimes also used at the end of year 
rank bridging celebration, where the AoL den literally cross over the bridge from Cub Scouting on one 
side to Boy Scouts on the other. Pack 1459 currently holds this ceremony in March at a regularly 
scheduled pack meeting so all in the pack can join in the celebration. The local Order of the Arrow 
chapter may be asked to help with the ceremony, as many packs ask them for support to enhance the 
ceremony.

The ceremony is a party, held in honor of the den crossing over and out of the pack.  Involvement from 
the families of the boys in the den is needed to ensure the event goes well and incorporates their 
wishes.  This includes coordination of any food, decorating, and working with the pack committee for 
overall crossover program. Usually this involves the work of a parent coordinator or group of parents.

Once you have selected a troop, it is important to communicate the crossover date to the new troop 
and to your den leader.  The Pack 1459 Cubmaster will officially invite the Scoutmaster and some 
scouts from the new troop to attend crossover so all crossing over scouts have the new troop 
represented. Members of the scout’s new troop will be on hand to receive their new Boy Scout once 
they cross over our bridge.  The various Cub Scout insignia (neckerchief, slide, cap, epaulets…) will be 
removed by the receiving Boy Scouts and new Boy Scout insignia for their new troop put on as they are 
welcomed into the troop.  Boys who will not crossover to another troop due to pending moves or other 
reasons can be welcomed back into their family. This ensures that all boys cross the bridge out of the 
pack and welcomed into a group. 

Lastly, all boys who cross the 1459 bridge at the end of their Cub Scout career are asked to sign the 
bridge and have an opportunity for photos.
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Appendix A: Overview Comparison of Cub Scouts to Boy Scouts

Cub Scouts Boy Scouts
Packs are divided into smaller groups of boys called 
Dens based upon the age of the youth members.

Troops are divided into smaller groups of boys called 
Patrols. Patrols are lead by older experienced scouts.

All meetings and programs are planned and directed 
by adults.

Adult leaders advise but planning and directing comes 
from the youth leaders.

Learning is “failure proof” on accomplishments, in 
line with motto of “Do Your Best”

Learning takes place by demonstration and practicing 
certain skills with hands on experiences. Advancements 
are dependent upon demonstrating proficiency in a certain 
skill. Once learned, the scout can teach others the skill.

Parents and Den Leaders sign off on 
accomplishments towards rank and awards.

Only the BSA trained Scoutmaster, Assistant Scoutmaster, 
approved merit badge counselor or older experienced 
scout can sign off on accomplishments.

Packs meet monthly and dens meet 1-2 times per 
month

Troops meet weekly, patrols may meet as well if needed or 
desired

Adults plan and lead all outings and programs.
Adults advise and enable the older scouts to plan, 
organize, and develop their own programs according to 
their own interests.

Camping is a minor part of overall programming.
Camping is a major component of most Troop 
programming.

Cub Scouts offer summer day camp or week- long 
overnight summer camp.

Boy Scouts offer week-long overnight summer camp and 
extended stay high adventure camping at certain national 
locations.

Cub Scouts work as a Den on group projects which 
focus on certain skills.

Boy Scouts advance in rank by working on merit badges 
which are self selected according to the youth’s interest 
areas and scouts work individually at their own pace.

Youth typically follow the lead of the trained adult 
leader.

Youth members initially follow the lead of the older scouts 
but with time and experience will be expected to direct 
other youth in the program. Youth members vote their own 
youth leaders into important troop leadership positions.

Cub Scouts typically offset the cost of programs by 
participating in group fundraising.

Boy Scouts typically offset the cost of programs by 
individual/group fundraising to earn part of their own 
money needed to participate in outings.

Communication is directed from adult leader to 
parent or guardian

Communication is handled via general announcements at 
troop meetings. Youth are typically asked to be responsible 
for listening and writing down details about upcoming 
events. Some troops may circulate a monthly calendar and 
others may have a web site.

Parents may be called upon to help out at certain 
events and volunteers are recruited form the pool of 
parents to lead Dens.

Opportunities for parent involvement on the troop level 
abound. Ask the Scoutmaster what opportunities exist and 
what you might enjoy doing.
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Appendix B: Troop Selection Matrix

Criteria Troop 1 Troop 2 Troop 3 Preference

Troop Overview

Meeting Day and Time

Meeting place

Troop Size (small, med, large)

Number of patrols, how many boys/patrol?

Chartering Organization (unit sponsor)

Annual dues and/or fundraising

Rank Advancement emphasis (rate)

Eagle Scouts advancement support

Age & Rank distribution of scouts

Journey to Excellence status

Order of the Arrow Participation

Leadership

Adult Training (IOLS, Wood Badge?)

Boy-Led or Adult-Led?

Youth leadership training?

Activities

Summer Camp plans

Other Summer activities?

High Adventure Camp Participation

Campout frequency

Service Projects

District Events (Klondike Derby, Camporees)

Annual activities

Social Fit

Scout Friends in Troop?

Adult/Family Friends in Troop?

Personality of Troop
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Troop  Visit Notes

Parental Involvement

Level of Involvement

Opportunities

Criteria Troop 1 Troop 2 Troop 3 Preference
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Criteria Troop 1 Troop 2 Troop 3 Preference

Troop Webelos Event

Did Webelos have fun?

Were the Boy Scouts having fun?

Were scouts friendly?

Who ran activities? (boys or adults)

Did older scouts lead younger scouts?

Troop Meeting

Were the scouts friendly?

Were the adults friendly?

How many parents at the meeting?

Were parents involved?

Were scouts busy?

Did the meeting have a theme/purpose
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This is a listing of some of the information sources used for this guide that may be of interest for further 
reading.  Note that the websites indicated may become updated, or outdated ,from when this guide was 
first published.

Scouting Magazine - https://scoutingmagazine.org 

Bryan on Scouting is a blog within Scouting Magazine on nearly all things BSA scouting 
related - https://scoutingmagazine.org/2015/10/how-to-have-a-smooth-and-successful-webelos-
transition/

NCAC Bull Run District Webelos to Scouts Guide -  http://www.ncacbsa.org/bull-run/wp-
content/uploads/sites/21/2015/12/Parents-Webelos-to-Scouts-Transition-Guide-Bull-Run-
District-07-Oct-2014.pdf

Cub Scouts to Boy Scout Comparison Table: http://www.minsi-southmountain.com/
documents/Parents_Guide-Webelos_to_Scout_Transition.pdf
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